HOLE-IN-ONE RULES

1. WITNESS REQUIREMENTS – All official witnesses must be non-participants, age 18 or older, and appointed by Client or responsible tournament official as follows: Prize limits up to $100,000 require two witnesses, one of whom is positioned at the tee-off area and the other of whom is positioned adjacent to the green, out of harm’s way.

2. YARDAGE – Women may shoot from a maximum of 15 yards less than men, without affecting the contract rate; however, under no circumstances may any contestant shoot at the Target Hole from less than 135 yards.

3. ATTEMPTS – Actual number of attempts cannot exceed the number of contestants stated on the certificate of participation.

4. TARGET HOLE/GREEN, EQUIPMENT – The target hole and the target hole’s green must be all standards set forth by the USGA Rules of Golf. No target hole or green may be altered or prepared from its typical condition, nor shall the cup be positioned on a green as to facilitate a hole in one.

5. ANCILLARY PRIZES – Ancillary prizes are defined as additional prizes offered solely by JRG HIO in addition to the featured prize(s) detailed on the certificate of participation. Each event is provided up to three (3) ancillary prizes on non-target, par three (3) prize hole(s). Actual yardage must be at least 100 yards for both men and women participants. Ancillary prize holes must be witnessed by at least two (2) of the other registered participants playing in the group of the registered participant making the attempt.